
Accordion Envelope Mini Book
designed by Heather Nichols

Materials:
all supplies from Papertrey Ink unless otherwise noted
Journaling Circle stamp set
Egg Hunt stamp set
small, medium & large flowers, tab punch of 
 purple floral Egg Hunt patterned paper
large flower & tab punch of green floral
 Pacific Vineyard patterned paper 
green mini petal/dot Pacific Vineyard patterned paper
3” x 6”, 2 - 4 1/2” x 6” & 4 - 1 3/4” circles of kraft 
 cardstock
1 mat die cut of white cardstock
3 - 4 1/4” x 5 1/2” Lavender Moon cardstock
2 - 1” circles, 1 - 3/4” circle & doily die cut of
 Plum Pudding cardstock
3 - white A2 envelopes
6 - buttons
Rustic Jute button twine
Fresh Snow ink
True Black ink
Flower Fusion dies
Beautiful Blooms die
Doily Details die

(materials cont.)
Mat Stack 4 die
tab punch (Stampin’ Up!)
1”, 3/4” & 1 3/4” circle punches (EK Success)
Scor-tape
3D foam squares (Scrapbook Adhesives)
Zip Dry glue or glue dots (craft store)
Corner Chomper (We R Memory Keepers)

Instructions:
1. Score the 3” x 6” kraft cardstock every 1/2” along the 3” 

side. Accordion fold the piece along the score lines.
2. Round the corners on the right side of the 4 1/2” x 6” 

kraft cardstock pieces with the Corner Chomper. Ink the 
edges of the covers with Fresh Snow ink. These pieces 
are the front and back cover pieces.

3. Stamp the floral background on the bottom half of the 
front cover in Fresh Snow ink.

4. Use Scor-tape to attach the front and back covers to the 
accordion folded piece.

5. Tuck the envelope flaps inside each envelope. Use Scor-
tape to attach the envelopes to the accordion folds in the 
spine of the book.

6. Round the corners of the Lavender Moon pieces.
7. Use Scor-tape to attach the tabs to each Lavender Moon 

piece. Vary the placement of the tabs on each piece: top, 
middle, and bottom.

8. Thread 3 buttons with the Rustic Jute button twine and 
attach 1 to each of the tabs with a glue dot or Zip Dry 
glue.

9. Attach a photo to each Lavender Moon card. 3 1/2” x 5” 
photos are used on the sample.

10.Stamp 4 Journaling Circles onto the 1 3/4” kraft 
cardstock circles. Stamp sentiments from the Journaling 
Circle and/or Egg Hunt set on each circle. Attach a 
stamped kraft circle to each card and set one aside to 
use on the cover.

11. Slide a card into each envelope pocket.
12. Layer the flower die cuts: 2 flowers are layered with the 

large flower, medium flower, 1” circle punch, and then a 
threaded button on top; 1 flower is the small flower, 3/4”  
circle punch, and threaded button on top.

13. Attach the 4th stamped circle to the Plum Pudding 
doily die cut.

14. Attach the white mat to the front cover a little bit to 
the right of center. Use 3D foam squares to attach the 
doily and 2 flowers (1 large and 1 small) to the white 
mat. Use the sample as a guide.

15. Attach the other large flower to the inside cover of the 
mini book.


